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Dispersal fundamentally influences spatial population dynamics but little is

known about dispersal variation in landscapes where spatial heterogeneity

is generated predominantly by disturbance and succession. We tested the

hypothesis that habitat succession following fire inhibits dispersal, leading

to declines over time in genetic diversity in the early successional gecko

Nephrurus stellatus. We combined a landscape genetics field study with a

spatially explicit simulation experiment to determine whether successional

patterns in genetic diversity were driven by habitat-mediated dispersal

or demographic effects (declines in population density leading to genetic

drift). Initial increases in genetic structure following fire were likely driven

by direct mortality and rapid population expansion. Subsequent habitat

succession increased resistance to gene flow and decreased dispersal and

genetic diversity in N. stellatus. Simulated changes in population density

alone did not reproduce these results. Habitat-mediated reductions in

dispersal, combined with changes in population density, were essential to

drive the field-observed patterns. Our study provides a framework for

combining demographic, movement and genetic data with simulations to

discover the relative influence of demography and dispersal on patterns of

landscape genetic structure. Our results suggest that succession can inhibit

connectivity among individuals, opening new avenues for understanding

how disturbance regimes influence spatial population dynamics.
1. Introduction
Dispersal maintains genetic diversity and adaptive potential in natural popu-

lations [1] and has a profound influence on spatial population dynamics [2].

The processes by which human-caused and natural habitat fragmentation influ-

ence dispersal have been well studied [3]. Less is known about the effects of

spatial habitat heterogeneity generated through disturbance and succession,

within a single, non-fragmented vegetation type. If dispersal is influenced by

structural habitat succession, disturbance regimes at spatial or temporal scales

that cause extinction or prevent recolonization could be analogous to habitat

fragmentation [4]. Understanding how succession affects dispersal and genetic

diversity is therefore critical to predict how natural and management-driven

disturbance regimes will influence population connectivity [4–6].

Landscape genetics analyses that relate habitat suitability indices to

spatial patterns of genetic diversity can reveal how disturbance influences

gene flow [7–9]. Patterns of landscape genetic structure are usually attributed

to habitat-mediated dispersal (e.g. [10]). However, spatial genetic structure is

shaped by multiple processes. For example, variation in habitat suitability
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can affect both dispersal and population density, and these

parameters are often correlated [11]. In such cases, it is

difficult to determine what drives landscape genetic patterns

because density affects genetic diversity through genetic

drift, even without variation in dispersal [12–14]. False infer-

ences might be drawn if complementary ecological or

behavioural data are not incorporated into genetic models

of dispersal [15].

A secondary problem is that disturbance can have instant

and profound effects on population structure resulting from

displacement and direct mortality [16]. Untangling the initial

genetic impact of a disturbance event from the ongoing

effects of habitat succession on dispersal is difficult with

genetic data alone [17]. Signals of population genetic struc-

ture from past landscapes might also mask contemporary

differences in dispersal rates [18]. Simulation experiments

combined with empirical genetic and demographic data can

allow deeper insights into the mechanisms behind variation

in genetic diversity [19] but such multi-faceted studies

are rare [5].

We combined a replicated field study of movement and

gene flow with an individual-based, spatially explicit simu-

lation experiment to assess the effect of fire-driven habitat

succession on dispersal in the Australian knob-tailed gecko,

Nephrurus stellatus. The species has a strong and regionally

consistent response to fire: population density increases for

approximately 15 years after fire then declines sharply, such

that it is rare (less than 10% of peak density) 30 years or

more after fire [20,21]. This early successional response to

fire, reflecting variation in density rather than detectability,

is driven partly by changes in reproduction and survival

[20]. As burrowers, N. stellatus can probably survive fire

and recently burnt habitat is conducive to their foraging in

open, sandy spaces [21]. We tested the hypothesis that

increasing habitat complexity during post-fire succession

[20] inhibits movement and dispersal, thus decreasing genetic

diversity. We tested this explicitly by analysing how gene

flow was affected by landscape resistance based on spatial

models of fire history. We then used an individual-based

genotypic simulation to determine whether the effects of

habitat change on genetic diversity were driven by changes

in dispersal, population density or both.

To reveal the mechanism for population decline during

succession, it is critical to obtain data from sub-optimal habi-

tat, but sample sizes in these areas are always small, even

with immense sampling effort [20]. Genetic data have limit-

ations in this context, but our unique combination of

genetic data with mark–recapture movement data and simu-

lation provides a powerful approach for detecting population

trends over ecological timescales. Furthermore, we focused

on analytical methods appropriate for unequal sample sizes

(e.g. individual rather than population-based analyses).

Where small sample sizes were unavoidably used in our

analyses, we challenged our results with sensitivity analysis

to ensure that changing sample sizes did not affect our

overall conclusions [22]. The link between data and simu-

lation is the strongest aspect of our study. This is the first

integration of landscape resistance and population density

into a spatially explicit genotypic simulation of which we

are aware. Support for our hypothesis would indicate that

successional changes in vegetation structure, in other-

wise continuous habitat, influence connectivity and spatial

population dynamics.
2. Material and methods
(a) Study system
Our study region was the semi-arid (average annual rainfall:

296–361 mm) Eyre Peninsula, South Australia, where conserva-

tion reserves remain among land predominantly used for

agriculture (figure 1a). Nephrurus stellatus is largely restricted in

its distribution to this region. We sampled four large reserves

(6476–130 148 ha): Heggaton Conservation Reserve, Hincks Wild-

erness Area, Munyaroo Conservation Park and Pinkawillinie

Conservation Park (electronic supplementary material, figure

S1). The dominant vegetation is ‘mallee’ woodland, character-

ized by short (less than 6 m), multi-stemmed Eucalyptus trees,

with a shrubby midstorey and Triodia grass ground-layer [20].

Large, severe wildfires, commonly ignited by summer lightning,

occur on a 40–100 year timescale [23]. We characterized fire

history within reserves using spatial data on the number of years

since the most recent fire (South Australian Department for

Environment, Water and Natural Resources). A more complex

fire history at Hincks meant our sites also spanned a range of

fire frequencies (0–5 fires since 1953; electronic supplementary

material, figure S1).
(b) Study design and field data
We sampled DNA from 764 N. stellatus individuals (Hincks¼ 494,

Pinkawillinie ¼ 216, Munyaroo¼ 32, Heggaton ¼ 22; electronic

supplementary material, table S1) over six consecutive sampling

seasons (the spring/summer period when mallee lizards are

most active), from December 2004–February 2005 (season 1) to

November 2009–February 2010 (season 6) (electronic sup-

plementary material, table S1). Ninety-three per cent of

samples were collected in the final three seasons and, at a

given site, samples were collected over a maximum of four sea-

sons and usually only over one or two seasons (electronic

supplementary material, table S1). All DNA samples were

collected after the most recent fire in each reserve (except

samples from three individuals which were excluded from the

landscape resistance analyses; electronic supplementary material,

table S1).

We sampled 39 permanently marked sites within the four

reserves (90% of samples) and sampled 80 individuals opportunis-

tically among sites to achieve a more continuous sampling

distribution. This mixed sampling approach is suitable for detect-

ing gene flow barriers [24]. Given the strong population response

to fire, sample sizes varied from one to 95 individuals per site

(figure 1b; electronic supplementary material, table S1). Many of

our analyses focused on individuals as sampling units, avoiding

the need for consistently large samples from pre-defined popu-

lation units. Individual-level landscape genetics analyses are

especially suited to detecting recently established (1–15 gener-

ations) landscape barriers to gene flow [18], such as those

potentially created by fire and succession. Samples were collected

from habitat spanning 0.7 and 57 years after fire (figure 1b; elec-

tronic supplementary material, table S1) and were separated by

average distances of 3.2 km (range 0–13.8). These distances are

on a similar spatial scale to the extent of natural and prescribed

fires in mallee [23] and to commonly reported extents of genetic

structure in lizards (e.g. [7,25]).

Geckos were captured in pitfall traps [21] or by hand (elec-

tronic supplementary material, table S1). For initial captures, a

single back-toe tip was clipped as a unique season mark and

as a DNA source. Blood and tissue from the toe were stored,

respectively, on FTA paper (Whatman) and in liquid nitrogen

or 5 ml ethanol/physiological saline (1 : 1). Visible Implant

Elastomer (Northwest Marine Technology) was used to mark

geckos and reliably identify individuals upon recapture [20].

We recorded the age class (adult or juvenile based on size,
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Figure 1. (a) Nephrurus stellatus DNA was sampled across fire mosaics in four conservation reserves, South Australia (maps of all reserves in the electronic sup-
plementary material, figure S1). (b) We achieved the largest sample size (494) at Hincks and based our simulation experiment on a section of this landscape
(indicated by the square). Boxed numbers indicate sample sizes at fixed sites, and dots indicate individual samples collected continuously across the landscape.
(c) The simulation experiment used estimates of population density for habitat burnt in 1977 (solid line), 1999 (dashed line) and 2006 (dotted line). Vertical lines
indicate fire years, based on the fire history at Hincks. (d ) The landscape at the end of the simulation (2008) included three different successional stages (3, 10 and
31 years after fire), with varying population density (black dots ¼ individuals). Individuals outside the buffer (dashed line) were excluded from the analysis. (Online
version in colour.)
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[20]) and sex of adults (electronic supplementary material, table

S1). All geckos were released at their capture location within 24 h

of processing.

We amplified DNA for 14 polymorphic microsatellite loci

that showed spatially consistent patterns of Hardy–Weinberg

equilibrium and linkage equilibrium (loci: 06, 09, 11, 16, 18, 23,

28, 31, 33, 35, 38, 43, 46, 47) [26]. Apart from site-level genetic

diversity and FST, all analyses focused on the individual-level.
(c) Population genetic structure
We characterized population genetic structure with Bayesian

clustering [27,28] over the entire study region to infer broad

patterns of genetic differentiation and separately within each

reserve to examine local patterns across fire mosaics (details in

the electronic supplementary material). We also examined FST

between all pairs of reserves and sites within reserves where

sample sizes were more than 10 (thus long-unburnt sites with

low gecko densities could not be examined using FST). These ana-

lyses did not explicitly incorporate spatial fire history but

allowed us to examine post-hoc if genetic differentiation related

to fire mosaics.
(d) Genetic diversity
To determine whether post-fire habitat succession affected gen-

etic diversity, we analysed variation in site-level allelic

richness, site-level observed (HO) and expected heterozygosity

(HE) (details in the electronic supplementary material) and indi-

vidual heterozygosity (the proportion of typed loci that were

heterozygous in each individual). Sample size (N ) varied

across sites so we standardized allelic richness, HO and HE to

N ¼ 5 to encompass the full site variation in time since fire

(TSF). We conducted a sensitivity analysis to test whether

sample size (N ¼ 6–10) influenced effects of TSF on site-level

genetic diversity [22]. As N increased, the number of sites

included in the analysis decreased, so we lost power to test

effects of TSF, but were able to determine whether the general

patterns were consistent.

We used linear mixed-effects models in the R [29] package

‘lme4’ [30] to examine if TSF affected allelic richness, HO and

HE for each N [22]. Multiple sites were sampled within a single

fire boundary, so we fitted fire (a factor naming individual

fire events) as a random effect. TSF and reserve were fitted as

fixed effects and our starting model included their main

and interaction terms. We removed the interaction term, and

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/


Table 1. Five spatial models of landscape resistance based on features that could affect gene flow in Nephrurus stellatus. These features could affect gene flow
by positively or negatively influencing rates of dispersal through suitable habitat or by influencing population density. Electronic supplementary material contains
detail about how landscape resistance values were derived.

spatial
model grid cell values potential ecological importance

predicted
relationship

IBD 1 genetic distance can increase with geographical distance [33]. þ
sand dune

topography

metres above sea level sand dunes are the dominant topographic features in our study system. Nephrurus

stellatus is more common on dunes than swales as it is a burrower and forages

in open, sandy spaces [21].

+

TSF-linear number of years since most

recent fire (1 – 57)

marked changes in vegetation structure with TSF occur at our study sites [20] and

habitat structure can affect dispersal in lizards [4].

+

TSF-nonlinear mean no. captures

predicted from TSF [21]

population density in N. stellatus changes nonlinearly with TSF [20,21] and

population density can affect gene flow [34].

+

fire frequency number of fires since 1953

(0 – 5)

fire can have cumulative effects on animal populations through demographic

impacts of repeated burning [35] or changes in habitat structure [36]

+
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subsequently reserve, if p was more than 0.05. We modelled

individual heterozygosity with the same formulation as for the

site-level variables, but included site as an additional random

term to account for potential dependence among individuals at

the same site.
(e) Movement
In our previous, formal mark–recapture study of N. stellatus, we

found variation in survival and reproductive rates with TSF,

but not variation in detectability [20]. Trapping surveys were

standardized so that all TSF categories received equal trapping

effort (full details in [20]). For this study, we used the same

mark–recapture data to determine whether habitat succession

affected movement in N. stellatus.

The dataset was 307 observations of distances between cap-

ture locations within sites (Hincks ¼ 237, Pinkawillinie ¼ 70)

from 173 individual geckos in seasons 4–6 (electronic sup-

plementary material, table S1). We only included recaptures

within a single trapping period (less than or equal to 15 days),

because there were very few recaptures between periods at

long-unburnt sites to allow full analysis. A single movement

record probably underestimated the actual distance moved

between captures and observations were restricted to 1 ha trap-

ping grids [20]; 120 m was the longest movement recorded.

These data therefore represent short-range and short-term move-

ments, an informative comparison to our genetic analyses which

infer longer distance dispersal [31].

We calculated the movement rate (metres moved/number of

days between captures) for all geckos captured more than once.

For geckos captured more than twice, each movement was

included as a separate observation (e.g. geckos captured four

times had three observations). With a high proportion (30%)

of zero distances in our data, we first investigated whether

TSF affected movement propensity (electronic supplementary

material). We then considered, just for geckos that moved, how

movement rate was affected by TSF (using a three-level factor: 3,

10 or 30 years). We developed 14 candidate models to examine

effects of TSF, minimum temperature (a strong predictor of

N. stellatus capture rates, [20]) and three covariates: sex, age and

reserve. We included TSF and minimum temperature in all

models. The candidate set included the global model (all covari-

ates) and all additive formulations nested within it. We included

first-order interactions of each covariate with TSF and, for compari-

son, a null model (no predictor variation) and a model with only
minimum temperature. We initially fitted individual (18% of

geckos were measured more than once) and fire as random effects.

However, the variance on both random terms was approximately

zero so we fitted normal linear models and ranked them by

AICc weight. We made inference from the top-ranked model,

appropriate for model sets including interactions [32].
( f ) Landscape resistance
To examine spatial variation in gene flow within reserves, we

developed five independent, univariate landscape resistance

models based on knowledge of habitat suitability in N. stellatus:

isolation-by-distance (IBD), TSF-linear, TSF-nonlinear, fire fre-

quency (Hincks only) and sand dune topography (table 1 shows

how grid cells were parametrized and details of their derivation

are in the electronic supplementary material). These landscape fea-

tures could affect gene flow by influencing rates of dispersal

through suitable habitat (negatively [10] or positively [37]) or by

influencing population density [38]. The TSF-linear and TSF-

nonlinear models were based on the spatial configuration of TSF

but with different values. TSF-linear used the number of years

since fire, while TSF-nonlinear used an index of abundance (elec-

tronic supplementary material), reflecting nonlinear population

responses in N. stellatus [21]. We compiled each resistance model

separately on a 20 m resolution raster grid in ArcMap 10 (ESRI).

For every pair of geckos within reserves, we calculated Rous-

set’s genetic distance [13] in SPAGEDI v. 1.2 [39] and landscape

resistance in CIRCUITSCAPE v. 3.5.4 [40]. We conducted causal

modelling [41] in the R package ‘ecodist’ [42] using simple and

partial Mantel tests to examine the effects of each resistance

model separately on genetic distance (electronic supplementary

material). At Hincks and Pinkawillinie where age and sex were

recorded (‘grid sites’, electronic supplementary material, table S1),

we analysed all geckos, all adults,adult femalesand adult malessep-

arately. We also conducted multiple regression of distance matrices

(electronic supplementary material) and simple Mantel tests on

each landscape resistance model as a comparison to the partial

Mantel approach [43].
(g) Simulation experiment
We designed a simulation experiment to separate the effects of

post-fire habitat succession and population density on genetic

diversity and gene flow. Our simulation was designed to test a

specific biological question, rather than explore effects of the full

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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range of parameter variation. Thus, we focused on realistically

parametrizing the model using the sampled landscape and demo-

graphic data on the study species. The experiment was based on

the landscape at Hincks (figure 1b,d) where we had the largest

sample size and greatest knowledge about spatial genetic struc-

ture. The simulated landscape covered 5 � 5 km with a 20 m

spatial resolution to match our landscape resistance models. The

simulation spanned 31 years (1977–2008) to encompass the fire

history at Hincks. We fitted N. stellatus density estimates [20] to a

TSF model [21] (electronic supplementary material) to obtain

continuous density values for the simulation (figure 1c).

Our full factorial experiment encompassed stable and

changing population densities, and uniform compared with

dynamic (increasing resistance with TSF) landscapes: Scenario 1

(Sc1) ¼ stable density, uniform landscape (null model); Scenario 2

(Sc2) ¼ stable density, dynamic landscape; Scenario 3 (Sc3) ¼

changing density, uniform landscape; Scenario 4 (Sc4) ¼ chan-

ging density, dynamic landscape. We ran three versions of the

stable density scenarios (Sc1 and Sc2) to encompass the range

of observed densities at the end of the simulation (0.75, 2.18

and 0.33 geckos/hectare at 3, 10 and 31 years since fire, respect-

ively; figure 1c). We simulated genotypes in CDPOP 1.2.21 [44],

which incorporates landscape-resistance surfaces from CIR-

CUITSCAPE and allows resistance to change during the

simulation.

Sc1 and Sc2 are unrealistic given their stable population den-

sity (N. stellatus density changes with succession) but were

necessary to understand the influence of the dynamic landscape

without changes in density. The primary aim of this modelling

component was to determine the importance of dispersal to gen-

etic diversity given the known fluctuations in population density.

Thus, to explore mechanisms of successional change in gene flow

and genetic diversity, we focused on comparisons between Sc3

and Sc4 in which density changes mirrored those of natural

populations of N. stellatus. This allowed us to determine whether

habitat succession, represented by landscape resistance (present

in Sc4 but not Sc3), was necessary to drive change in gene flow

and genetic diversity.

In all simulations, individuals became adults after their

first year [20] and did not live beyond their fifth year [45]. We

calculated the population age distribution (g) as

g ¼ Ai,1

SAi,1
, ð2:1Þ

where Ai,1 is a Leslie matrix eigen vector [46] with an annual sur-

vival rate of 0.343 and a fecundity of 2 [20]. Males and females

mated with replacement. There was multiple paternity, no philo-

patry and an equal sex ratio (common in gecko mating systems).

We used the k-allele mutation model with a mutation rate of

0.0005 and 14 loci each with 16 alleles (mean number of alleles

in our microsatellite data). We used the scaled negative exponen-

tial function for dispersal and mating movement (found in other

reptiles, e.g. [47]):

p ¼ ða10ð�b:rÞÞ � a10ð�b:threshÞÞ
ða10ð�b:minðrÞÞÞ � a10ð�b:threshÞ , ð2:2Þ

where a ¼ 1, b ¼ 2, r is the resistance surface and ‘thresh’ is a

threshold value which we set to 30% for movement (0.3

max(r)) and 40% for dispersal. We conducted preliminary ana-

lyses of Sc1 to optimize b and ‘thresh’ and to determine the

burn-in period (15 generations, electronic supplementary

material). Simulations were initialized with random genotypes

and each was repeated 10 times.

In the uniform landscape (Sc1 and Sc3), all spatial grid cells

were equal to 1 during the entire simulation. To simulate the

dynamic landscape in Sc2, resistance surfaces representing TSF

(table 1) were updated every two generations using the CDCLI-

MATE module in CDPOP. For Sc3 and Sc4, we manually altered
population density during the simulation (no modules were

available in which population density and landscape resistance

could simultaneously change). To do this, we ran the simulation

for two generations at a time (following the burn-in), changed

population density using the simulation output and continued

using the updated files to initialize the next two-generation

stage. This preserved the population genetic structure develop-

ing during the simulation (electronic supplementary material,

figure S2). For Sc4, the resistance surface was also updated

every two generations to simulate the dynamic landscape. When

population density increased (e.g. 1978–1990, figure 1c), new indi-

viduals were randomly added to the grid and genotypes at each

locus were generated by randomly sampling one allele each from

the most likely mother and father. The parents were sampled

using negative exponential mating probabilities (thresh¼ 0.3;

r ¼ current resistance surface). When population density

decreased (e.g. 1992–1999, figure 1c), individuals were randomly

removed. After 1999, density trajectories increased in one section

of the landscape and decreased in another (figure 1c). This spatial

variation was incorporated into the updated files.

Using data from the final year of the simulation (2008) and

excluding individuals from a 500 m edge buffer (figure 1d), we

examined the effect of IBD and TSF on genetic distance (table 1).

We compared mean Mantel r-values across the 10 independent

simulations to values in the field data. We calculated allelic rich-

ness for different sample size standardizations (5, 10, 25, 50 and

75) to examine how genetic diversity was affected by habitat suc-

cession at the end of the simulation (3, 10 and 31 years since fire).
3. Results
(a) Population genetic structure
Across the entire study region, Bayesian clustering indicated that

individuals from Munyaroo and Pinkawillinie formed distinct

genetic clusters, while those from Hincks and Heggaton were

similar (electronic supplementary material, figures S3 and S4).

There were low but significant values of FST among all pairs of

reserves (0.008–0.031; electronic supplementary material,

table S2). Within reserves, Bayesian clustering assigned all indi-

viduals to the same genetic cluster (electronic supplementary

material, figure S3), indicating generally weak genetic structure

across fire mosaics. One pair of sites at Hincks, separated by

only 1 km in an area burnt approximately 4 years before

sampling, was genetically differentiated (FST¼ 0.008, adjusted

p ¼ 0.004). Similarly, at Pinkawillinie, two early successional

sites, 1 km apart, were genetically differentiated from each

other, and from nearby mid-successional sites (FST ¼ 0.015–

0.019; electronic supplementary material, table S2). Mid-

successional sites in both reserves separated by the same

distance were not genetically different (electronic supplementary

material, table S2). These results indicate an initial establish-

ment of genetic structure in the first 4 years after disturbance

which disappeared after 7–10 years of habitat succession.
(b) Genetic diversity
Allelic richness decreased with increasing TSF ( p¼ 0.013) and

did not differ among reserves for N ¼ 5 (figure 2). Sensitivity

analysis showed an effect of sample size on this relationship

(electronic supplementary material, figure S5). For example,

when N¼ 10, allelic richness increased with TSFat Pinkawillinie

and Munyaroo but decreased at Hincks (TSF� reserve inter-

action p ¼ 0.016; electronic supplementary material, figure S5).

Increasing sample size limited our power to detect effects of

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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TSF given the few long-unburnt sites with large sample sizes.

However, a decrease in allelic richness over the 50 year

succession was observed generally (electronic supplementary

material, figure S5). Similarly, HO and HE generally decreased

with increasing TSF, although not always significantly (elec-

tronic supplementary material, table S3 and figure S7).

Individual heterozygosity decreased with increasing TSF ( p ¼
0.042) and varied among reserves ( p ¼ 0.032) (electronic

supplementary material, figure S6).

(c) Movement
Neither TSF nor any of the covariates affected movement

propensity (electronic supplementary material, table S4).

The top model for movement rate (AICc weight ¼ 0.19) indi-

cated that the distance moved per day decreased with TSF

( p ¼ 0.031; figure 3), increased with minimum temperature

( p , 0.001) and varied among reserves ( p ¼ 0.103) (electronic

supplementary material, figure S8). The temperature only

model held a similar AICc weight (0.18; electronic sup-

plementary material, table S4) indicating that effects of TSF

and reserve on movement rates were not strong.

(d) Landscape resistance
The TSF-linear and fire frequency resistance models explained

spatial patterns of gene flow in N. stellatus at Hincks, where our
sample sizes were largest. The TSF-linear model indicated

increasing genetic distance with increasing habitat resistance

(i.e. lower gene flow in long-unburnt habitat) among all

geckos (partial Mantel r ¼ 0.059, adjusted p ¼ 0.039) and all

adult geckos (partial Mantel r ¼ 0.081, adjusted p ¼ 0.030; elec-

tronic supplementary material, table S5). The fire frequency

model indicated decreasing genetic distance with increasing

fire frequency (i.e. lower gene flow in less frequently burnt

habitat) among all geckos (partial Mantel r ¼ –0.063, adjusted

p ¼ 0.039; electronic supplementary material, table S5).

Regression of distance matrices also indicated significant

effects of the TSF-linear and fire frequency models (electronic

supplementary material, table S5). Fire frequency and TSF

are correlated in this landscape [22] so it is not clear which vari-

able is the key driver of gene flow patterns. However, both of

these results indicate that fire increases gene flow in N. stellatus
and that gene flow declines in unburnt habitat.

The TSF-nonlinear model did not explain genetic distance

in N. stellatus, suggesting gene flow was more strongly related

to linear habitat changes than to changes related to population

density trajectories. However, given the strong relationship

between density and habitat succession in this system, our

simulation experiment was necessary to definitively separate

their effects on genetic diversity.

IBD (Mantel r ¼ 0.112, adjusted p ¼ 0.045; electronic sup-

plementary material, table S5) and significant regression

coefficients for all landscape resistance models (electronic

supplementary material, table S5) in adult males but not

females indicated female-biased dispersal at Pinkawillinie.

(e) Simulation experiment
(i) Stable density scenarios
In the uniform landscape (Sc1), there was a strong effect of

stable density level on genetic distance, an effect that was

moderated by the dynamic landscape (Sc2) (electronic sup-

plementary material, figure S9a). Effects of TSF on genetic

distance were similar to, or stronger than effects in the field

data when habitat succession was simulated by landscape

resistance under stable density (Sc2) (electronic supplementary

material, figure S9a). In Sc1 and Sc2, allelic richness was lower

in the dynamic landscape (Sc2) than the uniform landscape

(Sc1) at all density levels (electronic supplementary material,

figure S9b). When density was stable, there was a trend for alle-

lic richness to decrease with TSF in the dynamic landscape

(Sc2) but not the uniform landscape (Sc1) (electronic supple-

mentary material, figure S9b). Thus, the dynamic landscape,

which simulated habitat succession, produced stronger pat-

terns of genetic structure than the uniform landscape. It also

drove a response in genetic diversity to TSF that, although

weak, corresponded more closely to the field data.

(ii) Changing density scenarios
Effects of IBD on genetic distance in Sc3 and Sc4 were similar

to effects in the field data (figure 4a). There was no effect of

TSF on genetic distance when population density changed

without successional changes in landscape resistance (Sc3

Mantel r ¼ 0.002, figure 4a). When population density and

landscape resistance changed concurrently, the effect of TSF

on gene flow was indistinguishable from the field data

(field Mantel r ¼ 0.059; Sc4 Mantel r ¼ 0.045, figure 4a). The

effect of TSF on allelic richness was positive in Sc3 and nega-

tive in Sc4, the latter showing the same relationship to the

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 4. Effects of landscape resistance and population density on genetic structure in simulated genotypic data (mean values and 95% CIs across 10 independent
simulations). Population density changed in Sc3 and Sc4, while landscape resistance changed only in Sc4 (electronic supplementary material, figure S9 shows results
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distance (IBD). The horizontal line indicates the Mantel r for the corresponding test in the microsatellite field data (all geckos at Hincks). (b) The relationship
between TSF and allelic richness standardized to a sample size of 50 in Sc3 (open circles) and Sc4 (filled circles). (Online version in colour.)
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field data (figure 4b). Similar effects on allelic richness were

observed for different sample size standardizations (elec-

tronic supplementary material, figure S10). This comparison

between Sc3 and Sc4 suggests that habitat succession altering

landscape resistance, along with changes in population den-

sity, were necessary to impose the changes in gene flow

and genetic diversity that we observed in N. stellatus.
4. Discussion
(a) Effects of succession on dispersal and genetic

diversity
Empirical landscape resistance analysis indicated that disper-

sal declined with TSF in N. stellatus at Hincks, the reserve

with the most complex fire history and where we obtained

our largest sample size. These analyses also suggested gene

flow was more strongly related to linear habitat changes

than changes related to population density trajectories. In

the simulated data, gene flow declined with habitat succes-

sion, but only when changes in population density were

accompanied by habitat changes. Where population density

changed without habitat succession (Sc3), gene flow was

similar to the null model (Sc1). This suggests that succes-

sional change in habitat structure at our sites [20] played a

key role in restricting gene flow in N. stellatus. Habitat com-

plexity inhibits movement within the perceptual range of

ground-dwelling mammals [37], suggesting that succession

could impede navigation. For reptiles, recently disturbed

habitat is probably more thermally suitable for dispersal

[4]. As an insectivore, N. stellatus likely benefited from

increased invertebrate abundance [48] and may have had

increased foraging success in recently burnt habitat [49].

Two pairs of sites within Hincks and Pinkawillinie, burnt

approximately 4 years before sampling, showed significant

genetic differentiation (measured by FST) despite being separ-

ated by only 1 km. Nearby pairs of sites, 1 km apart and

approximately 10 years since fire, were not genetically differ-

entiated. We previously documented, at the same sites,

reduced survival and increased reproductive capacity in

N. stellatus in early compared with mid-successional habitat
[20]. The early successional sites were 20–30 years old at

the time of the recent fire, so pre-fire population density

would have been very low [20]. The immediate demographic

impacts of the fire event, including direct mortality, rapid

population expansion from a very small number of individ-

uals and subsequent reduced survival rates, probably

contributed to early successional genetic differentiation

between populations in N. stellatus [50]. Our results suggest

that demographic processes drove genetic patterns in the

short term (up to 4 years), while variation in dispersal had

a greater influence on genetic structure during longer term

succession (4–30 years).

The simulation component in our study was essential

because genetic diversity declines in small populations

through genetic drift, even without environmental variation

[12]. In N. stellatus, population density declines sharply after

reaching its peak abundance at approximately 15 years post-

fire. When we modelled this change in population density

without habitat change (Sc3), genetic diversity increased with

TSF, in contrast to the negative relationship observed in our

field data. This might reflect population bottlenecks following

the 1999 and 2006 fires (i.e. sudden reductions in density

decreasing genetic diversity in recently burnt habitat) and

suggests that the increase in habitat permeability following

fire overrode the immediate demographic effects of fire. This

conclusion is supported by the FST results from our field data

showing an immediate increase in genetic structure in recently

burnt sites (although these sites did not have reduced hetero-

zygosity; see the electronic supplementary material, figure

S7). The time-frame of our simulation, which was relevant to

our field data and to the fire regime in our study system, was

not long enough to allow genetic drift, even when population

density remained constantly low (Sc1; electronic supple-

mentary material, figure S2a). This contrasts with evidence

from bird populations in which bottlenecks from repeated

disturbance drove declines in genetic diversity [35]. Longer

term fire suppression in our study system might result in

declines in genetic diversity through demographic effects but

at the timescales we examined, the genetic diversity changes

appeared to be habitat driven.

An important challenge is to determine the magnitude of

change in genetic diversity (specifically the adaptive portion,

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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[51]) that would increase extinction risk under changing dis-

turbance regimes. For example, what spatial and temporal

scales of fire regimes would cause sufficient declines in genetic

diversity to inhibit adaptive potential? Biodiversity indices that

relate abundance to species extinction risk could be adapted to

genetic diversity metrics for this purpose [52].

(b) Broad genetic structure
Despite the observed effects of disturbance, N. stellatus
had high gene flow within reserves relative to other lizard

species at similar spatial scales (less than 20 km) (e.g. [25]).

Theoretically, low dispersal rates will evolve with habitat

specialization in temporally stable habitat [53] and high disper-

sal will evolve in response to regular disturbance [54]. High

dispersal in N. stellatus might represent an evolutionary adap-

tation to allow rapid colonization of long-unburnt habitat after

fire. High gene flow across fire mosaics in N. stellatus could be

maintained by long-distance dispersal which, even at low

rates, can eliminate genetic structure [55]. This species can dis-

perse several hundred metres through unfavourable habitat

[56], so movement through long-unburnt vegetation is likely.

In addition, although long-unburnt vegetation provides low-

quality habitat, it can sustain some individuals: we re-captured

N. stellatus in successive years in some long-unburnt (more

than 30 years) areas [20].

As a burrower, N. stellatus is associated with sandy dune

ridges which have short (less than 2 m), dense vegetation

[21]. We found no evidence that inter-dune swales with

higher clay composition and sparser vegetation imposed a

gene flow barrier. Although we used a very high-resolution

digital elevation model (1 m), it might not have been a reliable

surrogate for finer scale patterns of soil fertility which influence

vegetation structure [23]. Acquiring spatial data on this

and other disturbances such as grazing intensity [57] would

allow us to test the effect of a broader suite of environmental

variables on gene flow.

There was little gene flow in N. stellatus between reserves

now separated by over 100 km of mostly agricultural land.

However, FST values were all less than 0.032, suggesting that,

even at this scale, gene flow has not been strongly restricted.

This study focused on dispersal within reserves, so we

cannot determine if this wider genetic pattern reflects ongoing

dispersal through the agricultural matrix, or a residual signal of

gene flow across previously connected habitats. The latter

seems more likely because analysis of patch occupancy by

N. stellatus suggests that dispersal is restricted beyond a few

hundred metres in agricultural landscapes [56].
5. Conclusion
Landscape genetics provides a valuable tool-set for understand-

ing dispersal across spatially heterogeneous environments.

However, expectations about the effects of population density

on spatial genetic structure [14] are not routinely considered
in landscape genetics studies. We have shown how to untangle

the differential effects of dispersal and population density on

genetic structure by combining demographic, genetic and

spatial environmental data with a simulation experiment. In

our target gecko species, we could more confidently attribute

variation in genetic structure to dispersal because we observed

similar declines in empirical gene flow estimates and movement

rates during post-fire succession. Our simulation experiment

also suggested that dispersal was the dominant driver of the

genetic patterns seen in our field study. We recommend that

the relative effects of demography and dispersal are investi-

gated in future landscape genetics studies of other habitat

specialist species.

Our results point to succession as a form of habitat fragmen-

tation, which could influence connectivity among individuals

and thus spatial population dynamics. This should not be inter-

preted to mean that disturbance has positive effects on

biodiversity generally. Nephrurus stellatus is a disturbance

specialist and was an exemplar for testing our hypothesis

about the effects of habitat succession [58]. Genetic diversity

can increase with succession in species which rely on late suc-

cessional vegetation [7,22] meaning that early successional

vegetation might impose a dispersal barrier to late successio-

nal species. Future work should quantify disturbance effects

on dispersal in a range of taxa with different responses to dis-

turbance. This is critically important as disturbance regimes

are changing globally and our study suggests that these changes

will influence spatial population dynamics.
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